George Hulme Cole. 1929.
Darwin Experience
Oct 14, 1927 - April 12, 1931.
Awaiting the arrival of Adny Johnston - 1928.

'Will she never come?'
Here she comes! Just about to land.

The Chief Medical Officer examines her.
while some of the boys look after her plane.

Amy at the Good Residency. (reminds me of the Terminus Hotel)
Kuo-ching Tang reception to Amy.

Victoria Leagues reception to Amy.
Hingford Smith arrives in Darwin under the 'Southern Cross' for ... another record.

Where I was marooned face to face with the sea.
Approach to Darwin from the Jetty.

Coconut Grove, Darwin.
A few of us as the Wiggers Command wearing a woollensee 1930.

Wanderers v Diggers. 1930.
Celebrating our premiership win - 1929.
Heading for Point Charles.
The 1st Revolution - camping on the Good Offices were abed. - 1930.

Gauled farewell dinner in Darwin, 1930.
In the alligator country
Daly River - 1930.

In the Chinese Joss house
Darwin
Commencement of the Chinese New Year celebrations, 1929.

The Dragon "Lightening" (or "Evil"), 1929.
Natives after turtles eggs.

Natives in their 'dug-out' canoe.
The Carnival '33 and '34. (How did we manage with?)

Sam Trellers, my giggle for the Carnival.
The Don Reserve 'Theatre' 1930

[Handwritten text on the right side of the page]
Aerial view Darwin - 1927.

Another view of Darwin, 1930.
Views taken when we had 20 in grade.
in 10 hours. Can it be beaten?
Just the actual rainfall at the 34 mile.
View of oil dunes in St Francis Bay, Darwin.

‘Oor luck’ with the troops.

Looking fora target.
The Graham with Cap. Matthews' monoplane.

Crowd around Amy Johnson when she landed.

Kane, Irwin & myself.

Heeghan, Johnston, Cole & Coors watching the 'cleaving of Haddo'.
Around Amy's plane.

O'Shea's Hotel, Katherine
- 200 miles from Darwin.

At the aerodrome.

Quiet Sunday afternoon in the 'mess'.
When Hingeford Smith landed.  

Johnston, Bridges, Mayle, Cole on the way back from Humpty Doo Station.  

"The Southern Cross Janus."  

Ant hills - NT.
Fanny Bay Aerodrome.

Quarantine Station in the distance.

Compound Beach.

Corroboree.
Chinese New Year

The Dragon
Savannah St. Darwin.

Goodall & Williams.

Pad Graham cooking with longing eyes at the terminus Hotel.
Abos. Graveyard - Bathurst 2s.

At the mission station - Bathurst 2s.

Myself, under a coconut tree.
Cemetery - Bathurst is a Mission.

'Picninnies' at the Mission.

Myself, again, trying to look shrewd.
Unloading stores, East Alligator River

The 'Kalinya' rights dry mud bank East Alligator River (NT) 1930.

myself & crews looking for land.
Along the East Alligator River.

The same.

Graham playing silly bug.
Approaching HMA Station Badnurst 20. PH570/110

Going for Cais.

With the lugger out pear fishing.
Part of Darwin Harbor.

The Darwin Jetty.

Riggers 'dug-out' in Van Diemans Gulf.
1930.
Brock's Creek - on our way to Katherine
1930.

Making a dash for the Pine Creek Hotel.
140 miles from Darwin.
Using the drags at Rapid Creek

On board the 'Karasuba'

The wreck "Kangaroo"
Wildfowl getting off the Red Lily Lagoon.

Part of Foothpinyah Station.

Magnetic and hills - 10 miles plainly.

1928.
Some of the girls

Dug-out in Van Diemans Gulf

The mangrove reaches
The Ledger - desk - ESA Bank

Banking Chamber - ESA Bank.

Joe Wilson & Ted Reavey going up.
Approaching Thursday Island.

The "Marella" at the Wharf at J. J. S.  

Heading back to civilization  
1931

The "Janda" at Port Alma.
Port Alma - 28 miles from Rockhampton.

Coming up the Brisbane River.
Our 'arbor'

Our Bridge